The Private Label Offering from SCI Inc.

As a DIET-PATCH distributor, be it Private Label, Wholesale or Distributor, you’ll
enjoy success with our leading diet product, the diet-patch. We are the #1 manufacturer of the
diet-patch, where our all natural, herbal products are manufactured, here in the USA. We
distribute world-wide and provide unparalleled support to our customers.

In order to access our Private Label Offering, Wholesale Offering or Distributor Offers on this
web site, you need to register and confirm your email to access the web site.

Inside you'll find information on:
- Private Label Diet Patch - your branding applied to the diet slimming patch for weight loss
that we manufacture supplied in wholesale quantities to select wholesalers to market. Private
Label is designed for the volume marketer that has an established presence in the
market-place.
- Wholesale the Original Diet Patch - Reselling with our own Diet-Patch and Your Own
Weight Loss Packaging/Branding. Volume Wholesale is designed for the marketer that has an
established presence in the market-place and wants even more aggressive pricing from SCI.
This is popular for those that wish to package in different languages, or prefer a different style
of packaging than our own but still wish to retain the brand-recognition SCI has as the #1 Diet
Patch Manufacturer world-wide.
- Distributors of the Original Diet-Patch - Retail Distribution is designed for the retail market,
the distributor usually has a physical health, fitness, beauty or supplements shop and/or online
store to promote. You'll receive our own-labeled diet-patches and our own high quality, retail
ready packaging and glossy brochure insert. Each Diet-Patch package comes with 30 days
supply of our diet-patch, a slimming patch for every day.

As a SCI Anti-Wrinkle Patch System distributor , be it Wholesale or Distributor, you’ll
enjoy success with our leading and high quality product, the anti-wrinkle patch where our all
natural, herbal products are manufactured, here in the USA. We distribute world-wide and
provide unparalleled support to our customers.
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Please review our Terms of Service & Privacy Policy .
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